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Structural Riveting For Aircraft By Larry E. McKinley 30A Sykes Circle, China Lak?, Calif.



R



IVETS FOR aircraft use were described and discussed in some detail by the Phantom author of "Know Your Aircraft Rivets," an article which appeared in the September, 1964 issue of SPORT AVIATION.



Knowing the rivets is only a part of satisfactory employment of same. The following discussion it is hoped, will provide some insight into acceptable design practice for riveted structural joints. It does not propose to specify sheet or material designs for aircraft, but assuming the designer has determined sheet thicknesses and joint locations, it should aid in designing the rivet joint itself. The first question needing attention after structural geometry has been decided is "What style and size rivet?" The styles are specific and obvious; round head where possible, brazier head for thin sheets, and countersunk head for a flush surface. In general, the countersunk head on exterior surfaces produces a clean appearance and enough reduction in skin drag to be worth the tripled work of installation and extra critical hole preparation. It will be noted, however, that nearly all commercial air craft in the 100 to 200 mph class use brazier head rivets on any external surface that normally exhibits a turbulent boundary layer (laminar series airfoils demand not only flush riveting, but a very good job). A riveted joint can never provide the same strength as the sheet being fastened, by nature of the holes that



shall be three times the thickness of the thickest sheet being fastened. Obviously when this doesn't correspond exactly to any rivet, the rivet just larger is the one selected. The above rule of thumb roughly equates rivet shear strength with joint bearing strength, and minimizes the number of holes (and rivets) in a rivet pattern. Immediately, the second question is, "How many riv-



ets are necessary?" This could be an extremely complicated basket of calculations, because if one assumes all components to be perfectly rigid, which they aren't, the problem is indeterminate (an impressive term meaning that one can't determine what portion of the joint load any given rivet will take). On the other hand, account-



ing for the stretch of the material between rows of rivets leads to more time spent figuring than spent riveting. We are all smiled upon though, in that aviation enjoys some 40 years of experience with load carrying riveted structures. That experience has provided a sound and understandable "cook-book" approach to determining quantity and location of rivets for a structural joint. The following tables of information are necessary for the determination of quantity. Table 1 lists rivet shear strength in familiar pounds force. Also given, for information, is the ultimate per unit area strength of the material from which the rivet is made. The values given in the useful part of Table 1 are force values which would shear a rivet as shown in Fig. 1. Of course, a rivet in



must go through the sheet. It is assumed that the designer has allowed for this in his initial choice of stock, but if not, this article can tell him the strength of the total joint, and the number and location of holes in his sheet, so he can re-evaluate its strength.



I Shear load



For repair of existing structure one may simply strive to duplicate, as nearly as feasible, the damaged structure. However, when trying to decide upon a new design which uses rivets, there is no guide except experience, an engineering degree or strong faith in what "looks" OK. The EAA designer-builder is guaranteed to be an aviation enthusiast, but he probably is not a professional designer, and experience may be the very thing he is seeking. Having re-arrived at faith, let's discuss some useful general guides to structural riveting design which may at least fortify the faith after the job is made to look good. Rivet size selection can be easily remembered and usually figured in one's head. The rivet shank diameter



FIG. 1



Shear failure



FIG. 2



Double shear



TABLE 1 — RIVET SHEAR STRENGTH



*Single Shear Strength of Aluminum-Alloy Rivets (Pounds) Composition of Rivet (Allay)



2117 T 2017 T 2024 T



Ultimate Strength of Rivet Metal (Pounds Per Square Inch)



27,000 30,000 35,000



1/16



3/32



V»



83 92 107



186



206 241



331 368 429



DIAMETER OF RIVET (INCHES) 5/32 3/16 1/4



*Double shear strength is found by multiplying the above values by 2. 38
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518 573 670



745 828 966



1,325 1,472



1,718



5/16



2,071 2,300 2,684



2,981 3,313 3,865



double shear (Fig. 2) will require double the listed value to fail both faces. Fig. 3 is not double shear, and each sheet interface must be figured individually on a single



shear basis.



With the cook-book method, the other stress that must



be considered is bearing stress. The bearing strength of a joint (rivet-sheet combination) is the force it can carry from one sheet, through the rivet, to another sheet, without tearing, warping or elongating the hole or bending the rivet. In Table 2 are pounds force that given sheetrivet combinations can transmit. To use Table 2, choose, in the far left column, the thickness of sheet in the joint (use thinnest sheet not sandwiched between two other sheets) and follow that row to the right to the column un-



der the appropriate rivet size. The value so determined is the bearing strength in pounds force of the intended



The thickness of the material is the actual thickness of the thickest piece of material being joined and is measured in inches (usually no less than .018 in., and no greater than .250 in. for light aircraft structures).



The 75,000 figure used in the formula is an assumed stress load value of 60,000 psi increased by a safety factor of 25 percent. It is a constant value, and quite representative of all aircraft grade aluminum sheet stock. The shear strength is taken from Table 1 and bearing strength from Table 2.



For an example, let's determine the number of 2117T field rivets needed to splice two sheets, say a spar web, measuring 4 in. across the web (along the joint) and specifying .040 in web material.



sheet-rivet combination.



Formula:



\\



C. FIG.
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J



Multiple sheet single shear



Having found a force value that the rivet can carry in shear and a force which the sheet-rivet combination can carry in bearing, we now let the smaller of the two



LxTx 75,000 S or B Information needed: L = 4 in. T = .040 in. Size of rivet = .040 x 3 = .120, so rivet must be Va in. or .125. S = 331 (from Table 1) B = 410 (from Table 2) S — 331 is smaller of two. Substitution and Result: 4 x .040 x 75,000 = 12,000 =



values determine the required number of rivets.
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36.2 rivets for each joint.



The rivet formula in words is as follows: "The number of rivets to be used in a joint is equal to the length of the joint times the thickness of the thickest sheet times 75,000 divided by the rivet shear strength or the joint bearing



strength, whichever is smaller. The length of the joint is measured in inches, and will usually be measured along the edge of a sheet terminating in the joint.
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Since any fraction must be considered as a whole



number, the actual number of rivets required would be 37 for the joint. This rather large number of rivets results because



the method simply specifies that number of rivets which will produce a joint equal in strength to the sheets being (Continued on next page)



TABLE 2 — RIVET TO SHEET BEARING STRENGTH Thickness



of Sheet (Inches)



1/16



3/32



0.014 .016



71 82



107



.018



92 102 128



.020 .025 .032 .036 .040 .045 .051 .064 .072 .081 .091 .102 .125 .156 .188 .250 .313 .375 .500



164 184 205 230 261



123 138 153 192 245 276 307 345 391 492 553 622 699 784 961



1,198



1,445 1,921 2,405 2,882



3,842



'/. 143 164



184 205 256 328 369 410 461 522 656 738 830 932 1,046 1,281 1,598 1,927 2,562 3,208 3,843 5,124



DIAMETER OF RIVET (INCHES) 5/32



3/16



yt



179 204 230



215 246 276 307 284 492 553 615 691 784 984 1,107 1,245



287 328 369 410 512 656 738 820 922 1,045 1,312 1,476 1,660 1,864 2,092 2,563 3,196 3,854 5,125 6,417



256



320 409 461



512 576 653 820 922 1,037 1,167 1,307 1,602 1,997 2,409



3,202 4,009 4,803 6,404



1.398



1,569 1,922 2,397 2,891 3,843 4,811 5,765 7,686



7,688 10,250



S/16



358



410 461 412 640 820 922 1,025 1,153 1,306 1,640



1,845



2,075 2,330 2,615 3,203 3,995 4,818 6,405 7,568 9,068 12,090



>/.



430 492



553 615 768 984 1,107 1,230 1,383 1,568 1,968 2,214 2,490



2,796 3,138 3,844 4,794 5,781 7,686 9,623 11,529 15,372
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STRUCTURAL RIVETING . . . (Continued from preceding page)



attached. It must also be remembered that the sheet will itself be weakened by the amount of material removed for rivet holes. Now for the brighter side: Most material used in aircraft structures is chosen for rigidity rather than pure tensile strength. As a result, it is generally not necessary to design a rivet joint which matches sheet strength, because the sheet is probably many times stronger than needed to begin with. If the designer knows this to be the case, then he also very likely knows about what total strength the joint itself must have. The job then becomes simply the determination of rivet size, shear strength and bearing strength of one rivet, and then divide required total joint strength by shear or bearing strength, whichever is smaller.



In the above example of the spar web, if that web contains periodic lightening holes, it would be more reasonable to design a joint with only the strength necessary to match the web at a lightening hole. For instance, if the 4 in. web contains 2 in. lightening holes, the web sheet as a whole is only as strong as at the hole, and a joint of corresponding strength would require only half as many rivets.



To lay out the pattern, begin with a line drawn 2\'z rivet diameters from the edge of the sheet which terminate.; in the joint. Along this line locate equidistant points 6 rivet diameters (approximately) apart for a dense rivet pattern, up to 8 rivet diameters (approximately) for a less dense pattern. Remember that the end rivets must not be less than 2V2 diameters from the edge of any sheet. The next rivet line should be located parallel to, and % of the actual rivet spacing from the first line. Rivet locations on this new line are equidistant between the locations on the first line. The pattern is so continued until the requisite number of rivets have been accounted for. Where there is ample space and not too many rivets, some of the locations can be left out of 3rd, 4th, etc. rivet lines, and added in additional lines so as to extend the joint towards some specific part of the sheet (for instance moving rivets from the center of a spar web to the edges to more uniformly tie the joint to the spar caps). Fig. 4 shows our 4 in. spar web with a butt joint matched in strength to a 2 in. section (4 in. web with 2 in. lightening hole), which calls for 18 rivets per joint. Notice that such a butt joint consists of two simple lap joints each of which requires the strength of 18 rivets. If the web width had been figured for full spar height, including angles, a larger number would have resulted, but the rivets attaching the angles would have served both for angle attachment and the web splice, so that the same number of rivets between angles would have been used.



0"



FIG. 4



Single shear rivet pattern, matched



strength to 2 in.



section of



spar



web.



When rivets are to be used to fasten a monocoque or stressed skin panel to a curved rib, bulkhead or former, the joint is made between the skin and a precisely fitted flange on the rib or bulkhead. In this application, the purpose of the joint is to maintain the desired skinpanel contour, and a pure Strength of Materials approach will show that the forces on the rivet itself are almost nil. Such structures under destructive test clearly demonstrate that rivet failures occur only after the structure as a whole has failed.



An acceptable design practice for



attaching skins and webs to curved rib and bulkhead flanges is to choose the rivet size as previously described, and then choose a rivet spacing along the flange that most uniformly attaches the skin or web. For non-sandwiched sheets of less than .025 in. thickness, rivets should be spaced from 4 to 5Vfe rivet diameters apart. For thicker sheets they may be spaced from 4 to 10 rivet diameters apart.



Where the bulkhead is, by normal structural load, "jam-



med" into the skin, even larger spacings are permissible. As a general rule of thumb, rivets are not intended



for tension loads, and should not be used for other than



shear loads, or the small compound stresses transmitted from a skin or panel to a rib or bulkhead. 40



Finally, a question which has been already discussed in part: "How should the rivet pattern be constructed?" The rules of thumb for this effort are simple and few: (1) Never place a rivet closer to a sheet edge than 2Vz rivet diameters or closer to another rivet than 4 rivet diameters because the bearing strength will be drastically reduced. (2) When possible, stagger rivets in adjacent rows, so as not to place two rivets in close proximity in the same sheet or joint stress path.
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At this point, it would be advantageous to re-evaluate the splice, using .036 sheets on both sides of the splice. This would place all rivets in double shear, making the shear strength 662 lbs. and bearing strength 369 lbs. allowing for 16 rivets in each joint, a symmetrical splice, and a much stiffer section.



Having discussed "what to do" and "what not to do," here is an exception that is worth noting. When attaching a sheet to a very rigid member such as a forging, angle, bracket or other very stiff strong structure, it is permissible to choose rivet size based on twice the thickness of the sheet, rather than the thickness of the stiff member. For instance, Va in. rivets are often used to attach thin sheets to spar-cap angles, which by formula might specify % in. rivets, obviously out of proportion to the need. This exception is applicable where the thick member is rigid enough to assure that the rivet would ultimately fail in clean shear, and not by bending or distortion.



The rule for rivet diameter can be flexible too, with a little thought. If one finds he has too many rivets, for a given strength to fit the allotted space, a judicious increase in size will allow use of fewer rivets in keeping with shear and bearing strengths from the tables. On the other hand, if a joint calls for only a few rivets decreasing size and increasing number may improve evenness of the sheets being attached. Just remember that each rivet that strengthens the joint requires a hole that weakens the sheet. #
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